Abstract-Different features derived from shear strain images of breast masses have been utilized to differentiate between benign and malignant breast masses.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shear strain imaging has been shown to provide new and additional features that can be utilized to differentiate benign breast masses (loosely bonded) from malignant masses (firmly bonded) [1] [2] [3] . However, many investigators utilize only the axial component of the estimated local displacements to generate axial-shear strain images [4] [5] [6] , while ignoring the contributions of the lateral-shear component [1] [2] [3] . This represents a practical solution since estimation of lateral displacements from radiofrequency data acquired along 0 0 insonification direction is noisy and can lead to additional noise artifacts in the shear strain image.
Most of the previous analysis has been performed with spherical inclusions that provide symmetric shear strain patterns [5] . In-vivo results utilizing a "normalized axial shear-strain area feature" (NASSA) as the discriminant has been reported in the literature [4] [5] [6] , which was first proposed by Thittaikumar et al. [5] . However, most breast masses are not spherical, and manifest as masses with different shapes. Thittai et al. [7] have reported on axial-shear strain patterns associated with ellipsoidal inclusions in tissue-mimicking (TM) phantoms along with in-vivo examples of benign breast masses with ellipsoidal shapes and non-normal orientations to the scanning plane. Theoretical analysis of axial-shear patterns with ellipsoidal masses have also been reported [8] . Analytic solutions of the elasticity distribution of firmly attached ellipsoidal inclusions have also been previously described [9] .
In this paper, we use finite element analysis (FEA) software to model and evaluate both the normalized axial-shear strain area (NASSA) and the normalized full-shear strain area feature (NFSSA) patterns exhibited by different inclusion shapes (spherical and ellipsoidal masses) and asymmetric positioning of ellipsoidal masses. Changes in the NASSA and NFSSA feature values for these inclusion shapes are also presented over variations in the friction coefficient between the mass boundary and background tissue. Different lesion dimensions characterized by variations in the major (a) and minor (b) diameters of the mass, stiffness ratios, applied deformation and orientations of the mass with the background tissue are also studied.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two-dimensional (2D) finite element simulations for both spherical and ellipsoidal masses embedded in a uniformly elastic background were modeled for shear strain imaging analysis using ANSYS (ANSYS Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA) software. The simulated FEA phantom model was fixed on the bottom surface (to model the attachment of breast tissue to the chest wall), and was free to move on both sides. A quasi-static compressive deformation was then applied to the top surface of the phantom. For the 2D model with the embedded spherical mass, a single inclusion with a 10 mm diameter was embedded within a uniform background with dimensions 40 mm × 40 mm. In a similar manner, the 2D ellipsoidal mass model, utilized a single elastic ellipsoidal mass characterized by major (a) and minor (b) diameters of 12 and 9 mm respectively, embedded within a uniform elastic background.
A distinct boundary referred to as the contact interface was created between the inclusion embedded within background surrounding tissue to model the bonding of the inclusion surface and background tissue. Different degrees of bonding at the mass/background interface is modeled using friction coefficient values ranging from 0.01 to 100 depicting loosely bound to firmly bound masses. For modeling malignant masses, the inclusion is fully bound or attached to the surrounding medium, which is implemented in ANSYS by gluing the contact surfaces together during the modeling step. The benign tumor, on the other hand (loosely bound mass) was implemented in ANSYS by assigning a lower friction coefficient value to the contact interface elements at the boundary.
Two different tissue material types were utilized in the FEA model to simulate the TM phantom that includes both tumor and normal surrounding tissue. We assumed that both , The University of Wisconsin-Madison, these tissue materials were isotropic, orthotropic and homogeneous, requiring only two constants to describe the deformation response [10] ;Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. The Poisson's ratio for both the background and inclusion materials was set to 0.495 simulating incompressible tissue. The Young's modulus, on the other hand was set to different values for the tumor and the background based on the experimental results reported in the literature for breast tissue [11] . The Young's Modulus values represent the relative stiffness ratio between inclusion and the background. Since shear strain distributions are generated at the background/inclusion interface, we are more interested in the variation of these patterns at the interface or boundary of the inclusion. Thus the meshed regions around these interfaces were assigned a finer mesh density in order to obtain accurate lateral and axial displacement information from the FEA simulation. The pre-and post-deformation displacement information describing both the axial and lateral displacements were output from the ANSYS software and interpolated to a regular Cartesian grid in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, RI). This interpolated data was utilized to evaluate the respective strain and shear strain distributions.
III. RESULTS Shear strain images shown in Figs. 1 and 2, present a comparison of the axial-shear ( Fig. 1 ) and full-shear (Fig. 2 ) strain patterns obtained with spherical and ellipsoidal masses. These variations are due to the increase in the friction coefficient from 0.2 to 10 denoting loosely bound to firmly bound masses. Observe the distinct changes in the shear strain patterns as the mass becomes progressively attached to the background tissue; where i) The shear strain area increases as the lesion becomes firmly bound to the background [5] , and ii) shear strains visualized within the inclusion referred to as "fill-in" [7] [8] for loosely bound inclusions are not seen for firmly bound inclusions. Symmetric shear strain patterns are also seen for both spherical and ellipsoidal inclusions with 0 0 to the applied deformation surface. The shear strain patterns discussed in this paragraph are observed for both the axial-shear and full-shear strain images shown in Figs 1-2 respectively. The magnitude of the full-shear patterns are however slightly lower than that seen with axial-shear alone. 0 to the applied deformation. As also reported in [7] [8] , the "fill-in" may depend on the mass orientation. Note that the "fill-in" is larger for the loosely bonded mass oriented at an angle (asymmetric relative to the applied deformation) to the deformation, however, the negative and positive shear strain area patterns seen in Figs. 1 and 2, do not have similar area values as observed from Fig.3 . The results in Fig. 3 therefore indicate that the positive and negative shear strain tensor areas will vary along the contact interface for asymmetric masses. In addition, observe the halo or the larger strain region with higher amplitude values around the loosely bonded inclusion, which disappears as the mass becomes firmly bonded to the inclusion. This halo or larger strain region for loosely bound inclusion was described in Rao et al. [12] , for spherical inclusions under shear deformations. The presence of the halo is due to the presence of shearing forces on the inclusion when it is oriented at an angle to the applied deformation, and is another feature that can differentiate between benign and malignant breast masses. In a similar trend, the magnitude of the shear strain is larger with axial-shear alone when compared to the full-shear strain as shown in Fig. 3 . Previously published in-vivo results [4, 6] have reported on the use of NASSA features obtained utilizing a threshold level of 20% [6] and 25% [4] [5] 8] respectively. The threshold value was selected to be sensitive to the bonding information of the background/inclusion interface based on the spherical inclusion model [4] [5] [6] . The threshold value is determined based on the normalization of the NASSA feature to the mass dimensions, percentage of applied deformation and the strain contrast to discriminate between benign and malignant masses. In general, lower thresholds provide improved discrimination however at the cost of increased noise in the shear strain image. We varied the normalized threshold in order to determine optimal values for ellipsoidal inclusions. We found that the 20% threshold provides the optimal threshold for both spherical and ellipsoidal masses, and this threshold value is also used in this paper. Variations in the NASSA and NFSSA features values based on inclusion dimensions is shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) , versus the friction coefficient respectively. Figure 4 , presents three different inclusions dimensions characterized by the ratio of the minor to major diameter (b/a). The inclusion with a b/a value of 1 corresponds to a spherical inclusion. The NASSA feature value shows the same trend (Fig. 4 (a) ) for inclusions with the different b/a. They also demonstrate a larger variance when compared to the NFSSA variation shown in Fig. 4(b) . Both features demonstrate low values for loosely bound inclusions that increase as the mass become progressively attached to the background tissue. Variations in the feature values due to changes in the stiffness contrast between the inclusion and background tissue are shown in Fig.5 . Three values of the background/inclusion ratio was studied, namely 1:3, 1:5, 1:10 to evaluate if stiffening of the inclusion would change the shear strain patterns. The Young's modulus of the background tissue was set to 10 kPa in our FEA analysis. Note that these background/inclusion stiffness ratios have similar NASSA and NFSSA feature values, with the results being more consistent for stiffer masses. Note also that higher stiffness contrast improves discrimination. Variation in the features due to the applied deformation (AD) is shown in Fig.6 . Observe that both NASSA and NFSSA feature values with friction coefficient lower than 0.4 are unstable for larger applied deformation (>5%), probably due to increased mass slippage. Finally, we evaluate the impact of inclusion orientation with respect to the applied deformation for firmly bound and loosely bound masses, as shown in Fig. 7 , We test the impact of asymmetric inclusion orientation by rotating the ellipsoidal inclusion from 0 0 to 90 0 in steps of 10 0 (relative to top surface of the model where the deformation is applied), assigning the loosely bound inclusions with a 0.5 friction coefficient value and gluing the contact interface of firmly bond model together. Observe that both the feature values, namely NASSA and NFSSA present with values that are larger along all orientation angles for the firmly bound mass when compared to the loosely bound inclusion. Also note that both the NASSA and NFSSA values vary significantly with orientation angle for the loosely bound mass. The best discrimination is obtained at mass orientations of 0 0 and 90 0 respectively. Discrimination is worse when the mass is oriented at an angle due to the increased "fill-in" [7] [8] for these masses. One way to circumvent the increased "fill-in" [7] [8] would be to apply deformation with the mass oriented at 0 0 or 90 0 to the applied deformation. In addition, the NFSSA feature is more stable and constant for the firmly bound inclusions when compared to the NASSA feature value. Further analysis and additional features may be required to completely characterize masses that are oriented at an angle to the applied deformation.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we show the feasibility of utilizing both the normalized axial-shear strain area (NASSA) and the normalized full-shear strain area (NFSSA) feature to differentiate between benign or malignant breast masses based on their attachment to background tissue. Further analysis of the impact of inclusion orientation to the applied deformation is necessary to clearly understand the ability of differentiate between loosely bound and firmly attached masses. Incorporation of additional features from the shear strain images may also improve breast mass differentiation
